July 15, 2019

Dear Chairman Bass, Ranking Member Ratcliffe and Members of the House Judiciary
Committee,
The federal government’s heavy-handed influence on the everyday choices made by Americans
is alarming, and Congress should seek to inhibit federal encroachment on state issues.
However, the federal government maintains a legitimate interest in enforcing federal laws
relating to dangerous drugs, including marijuana. As the House Judiciary Committee considers
marijuana legislation, Concerned Women for America strongly urges you to resist the
aggressive push for liberalization of federal marijuana laws.
The Strengthening the Tenth Amendment Through Entrusting States Act, or the STATES Act
(H.R. 2093), seeks to amend the Controlled Substances Act of 19701 to exempt the production
or sale of marijuana from the Controlled Substances Act in accordance with state or tribal law.
This will exempt marijuana from federal enforcement and federal oversight in states where
marijuana has been legalized. This equates to the federal legalization of marijuana.
During the 2019 legislative session, the marijuana industry suffered defeat after defeat on the
state level; in Vermont, New Hampshire, Connecticut, New Mexico, New Jersey, New York, and
in many other states, legislatures declined to enact pro-recreational marijuana measures.
Although the legalization conversation is ongoing around the nation, the marijuana industry is
relentlessly pushing their pro-legalization agenda on the federal level for their own financial
gain. The STATES Act is a crucial element in this legalization strategy.
The STATES Act would wrongfully give states the ultimate governing authority, and liability,
over marijuana policy, but drug enforcement is not a state issue. Congress passed the
Controlled Substances Act of 1970 (CSA) because the black market does not honor state lines.
Its rationale for passing the CSA in 1970, the effect of drugs on interstate commerce and
concern of the effects of psychotropic substances, still stand today. By arguing that states
should be the ultimate governing authority over marijuana policy, proponents ignore
legalization’s effects on neighboring states and the nation as a whole. In order to support this
bill from a states’ rights perspective, supporters must either conclude that the entire
Controlled Substances Act is unconstitutional, thus states are solely responsible for
handling all activity relating to all drugs, including heroin, fentanyl, and other illicit drugs
or that marijuana is completely harmless with no potential for addiction or abuse and
should be legal in all cases.
The federal government has a legitimate interest in overseeing interstate commerce, as
expressed by the Founders in Article I, Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution. This federal interest
has been reinforced by the Supreme Court of the United States many times. In Gonzales v.
Raich, a 2005 case regarding federal enforcement of laws concerning medicinal marijuana
plants in someone’s yard, the Supreme Court affirmed 6 to 3 that federal law supersedes state
law in enforcing drug statutes – even in states where marijuana is legal. Marijuana use in
intrastate commerce was determined to be part of the national marijuana market, and thus
under “essential” federal regulation, because local use has an effect on the national market.
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What happens in legalized states doesn’t stay there, and legal recreational use states provide
exceptional cover for criminal organizations who want to exploit addiction for profit. In 2018,
NBC News published an extensive piece on foreign cartels in Colorado taking advantage of
recreational legalization.2 According to federal and local officials, “Chinese, Cuban and Mexican
drug rings have purchased or rented hundreds of homes [to cultivate and grow marijuana] and
use human trafficking to bring inexperienced growers to the U.S. to tend them …”3 These cartels
target legalized states to shield black market operations in a legal environment, grow more
marijuana than the entire state could consume, ship marijuana out of the state to states where
recreational use is illegal, and then turn a massive profit. The federal government should not
make it easier for foreign drug cartels to flourish in the United States.
Since Colorado has legalized recreational use, marijuana has poured into nearby states4, so
much so, that neighboring states Nebraska and Oklahoma have sued Colorado for exacerbating
their in-state marijuana trafficking operations.5 One does not need to travel to Colorado for
Colorado marijuana, it exists in virtually every state.6 The Colorado Attorney General’s
office said that legalization “has inadvertently helped fuel the business of Mexican drug cartels
… cartels are now trading drugs like heroin for marijuana.”7 The Drug Enforcement
Administration’s (DEA) 2018 National Drug Threat Assessment repeatedly states that
“traffickers are transporting their marijuana across states lines, into states where it is not legal to
grow it, and/or the laws are different.”8 In 2018, the DEA found that the majority of marijuana in
the U.S. is illicitly produced on United States soil by state-licensed medical growers and drug
trafficking organizations.9
Unsurprisingly, the overgrowth of the black market in legalized states is not isolated to
Colorado. A report from the Oregon State Police found that the black market in Oregon has
skyrocketed since the state legalized marijuana, including significant trafficking operations to
states that have not legalized marijuana as well as foreign countries.10 In 2019, California
Governor Gavin Newsom asked for help from the federal government to eradicate the state's
massive black market.11 The California State Legislature considered a tax break during its 2018
session for legal operations so that they can compete with black market prices.12 Legalization
in a high-tax, highly regulated environment like that of California, Oregon, and Colorado
does not eliminate the black market, rather, according to the DEA, it enables it.13
All of this translates to cost, and marijuana legalization does not serve as an income-generator
for states. In Colorado, one comprehensive study found that for every $1 in revenue marijuana
brings in, the state spends $4.50 countering the effects.14 This number includes health care
costs, traffic fatalities, DUIs, high school dropouts, and poison control calls.15
The enactment of the STATES Act would hurt states economically, while simultaneously
legitimizing the marijuana industry financially, granting marijuana businesses, including drug
trafficking organizations, access to the federal banking system. This would be the first time
the banking industry was opened to schedule I drug operations and would set an
alarming and dangerous precedent of granting banking access to criminal activity.
Keeping marijuana operations separate from the banking system has helped limit the rate of
growth of the marijuana industry.16 Furthermore, there is no assurance that drug trafficking
organizations would be unable to access the banking system for marijuana-related businesses.
Drug trafficking organizations are willing to exploit what is legal to accomplish what is illegal.
Opening up the banking system to marijuana operations will no doubt abet foreign drug
trafficking operations in the United States and abroad. Canada, which legalized recreational
marijuana nationwide in late 2018, has already seen offshore investments infiltrate their
marijuana operations, some with ties to organized crime.17

Marijuana is a multibillion-dollar a year industry. Allowing the banking industry access to this
underground industry would lead to unprecedented Wall Street investment.18 Former big
tobacco executives are already aggressively investing in marijuana19 and former big tobacco
companies have already invested in Canadian legal marijuana markets.20 Allowing the tobacco
industry, with its proven record of complete disregard for public health and safety, access to
Wall Street marijuana investment on a massive scale would all but assure that marijuana is the
next big tobacco. State legal marijuana markets have already seen immense investment from
tobacco titans like The Altria Group and Phillip Morris, the maker of Marlboro.21
The STATES Act not only legalizes marijuana use but legitimizes its use even though marijuana
legalization has had a documented negative impact on mental health, violence, and adolescent
behavior and development. Study after study continues to show conclusively that marijuana
does have a high potential for abuse, which reinforces the need for its schedule 1
categorization. 22 In 2016, President Obama’s Department of Health and Human Services along
with the DEA, reiterated this and refused to reschedule marijuana from a schedule I drug
because of its high potential for abuse and lack of current acceptable medical use.23
Furthermore, because of obligations outlined in international drug treaties, the United States
cannot reschedule marijuana to a schedule less restrictive than schedule II.24
Marijuana is not FDA approved to treat any disorder, disease, or condition, and medical
legalization always serves as a foothold for recreational legalization. In fact, the FDA has
fined the marijuana industry for making counterfeit, off the rail, medical claims, mostly claims
relating to marijuana’s treatment or even “curing” of terminal cancer.25 Legitimate scientific
research does not support the industry’s claims. If marijuana or its derivatives provide any hope
for patients, the FDA should regulate marijuana like any other drug instead of a recreational
activity.
The costs of marijuana use on the health care system cannot be easily dismissed and
purporting marijuana use as a legitimate health care remedy is irresponsible and reckless.
Marijuana has a high potential for abuse and daily or near daily marijuana users are 25-50%
more likely to develop cannabis use disorder.26 In Colorado, it cost $31,448,905.88 to treat
cannabis use disorder in 2017 alone.27 Research continues to show that “the higher the use of
marijuana, the greater the risk” for long-term health issues and adverse reactions.28 Long-term
marijuana use is linked to health and behavior problems later in life29, including heart attacks30,
violence31, and schizophrenia.32 Furthermore, marijuana doesn’t treat mental illnesses such as
anxiety or depression. At best, it serves as a coping mechanism to emotionally numb the pain,
rather than addressing the root cause of it, at worst, it exacerbates existing issues.33
Although the STATES Act sounds like an appealing compromise, especially for states’ rights
advocates and proponents of small government, it is logically inconsistent and dishonest. The
STATES Act would hurt law enforcement efforts to end drug trafficking in the U.S.,
irreparably compromise the integrity of the U.S. banking system, and damage the
physical and economic health of the American public. The marijuana industry has invested
significant time and resources on specific messaging strategies aimed to garner as much
support for incrementalism as possible. Both the states’ rights approach and the medical push
bring hesitant parties into the fold and are crucial steps to the overall goal of full legalization with
as little industry oversight as possible.
The STATES Act does not decriminalize marijuana or address any of the legitimate criminal
justice concerns that legalization creates because decriminalization is not the industry objective,

full legalization is the objective. The STATES Act would exacerbate current state marijuana
legalization issues while simultaneously ignoring the scientific and economic data that shows
legalization is harmful. Pushing legislation like the STATES Act further advances the reckless
legalization trend. The STATES Act is not about states’ rights, it is a blatant attempt to
deceive the public to legalize marijuana on the federal level in the name of state
autonomy. The marijuana industry has spent millions lobbying and drafting this legislation for
their own personal gain, all at the expense of public health, safety, justice, and common
sense.34 This bill plunges the U.S. into a real-time human experiment on marijuana use and
should be opposed.
Sincerely,
Penny Young Nance
CEO and President
Concerned Women for America
Legislative Action Committee
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